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The Japanese word kawaii translates to "cute," and this how-to book is chock-full of super-adorable

images of tacos, sushi, smoothies, clouds, rainbows, cacti, doodle monsters, Christmas trees,

lipsticks, teacups, and more for your adoration.Popular kawaii artist Zainab Khan shows you how to

draw 75 super-cute characters with simple step-by-step illustrations and instructions. She has also

included fun search-and-find images and inspiration boards that show you how to give your

characters different facial expressions and zany accessories.Thanks to this crash course in Kawaii

Doodle Class, soon you will be enhancing your notebooks, stationery, artwork, and more with your

own unique kawaii world!
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Zainab KhanÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s doodle journey began in 2013, when she started making YouTube videos

that demonstrated her love for drawing cute, random characters. Today, her Pic Candle YouTube

channel has over 400,000 subscribers and more than 20 million views. In 2016, she quit her job as

a software engineer to become a full-time doodle artist. Zainab lives in Mumbai, India.

I've been following Pic Candle on YouTube for several months, and love her cute, easy drawings.

It's awesome to have a printed version of her work along with easy-to-follow instructions. My kids

and I love sitting with this book and doodling. Thanks, Zainab!



The book is super cute and very easy to follow. All the drawing are adorable! Love it!

If you've seen Pic Candle videos on YouTube, expect more of the same from this book in a

convenient, no-need-to-keep-pausing format! If you're unfamiliar with the author's video tutorials,

then you're in for your first look at positive step-by-step instruction that encourages even the most

nervous pencils.Each lesson in KAWAII DOODLE CLASS is clearly designed to act as a

springboard to original creations. There are pages dedicated to accessories and little features that

you can add to your doodles, and examples of variations. The idea is not to just learn how to doodle

the Pic Candle way, but to fill your notebooks and friendly letters in any way you like with

great-looking characters that are all yours. I would suggest applying the lessons in this book with

inspirations from sources of similar aesthetics, such as San-X Twitter accounts and Pinterest posts

found under the "kawaii" and "doodle" tags. KAWAII DOODLE CLASS can give you the confidence

to try your hand at all sorts of cuteness!I preordered this book to get it on Day One. It's been such a

fun thing to have around ever since.BONUS! Twelve coloring pages in the back! Am now waiting

patiently for the official Pic Candle coloring book.

Title: Kawaii Doodle Class - Sketching Super-Cute Tacos, Suchi, Clouds, Flowers, Monsters,

Cosmetics and MoreAuthor: Zainab KhanPublisher: QuartobPublishing Group - Race Point

PublishingPublished: 9-1-2017Pages: 144Genre: Arts & PhotographySub-Genre: Crafts &

HobbiesISBN: 9781631063756Reviewed For NetGalley and Race Point PublishingReviewer:

DelAnneRating: 5 StarsReminiscent of Japanese Anime, "Kawaii Doodle Class" Is more thank the

mild doodling we d without intention. The offered drawings are adorable and easy to create Zainab

Khad has provided simple and easy to follow instructions. I didn't find any that were impossible to

recreate. If you are planning on drawing a Rembrandt, then pass, but if you enjoy drawing for

enjoyment then this is a book you can get a great deal of use from.My rating of "Kawaii Doodle

Class - Sketching Super-Cute Tacos, Suchi, Clouds, Flowers, Monsters, Cosmetics and More" is 5

out of 5 stars.

Kawaii meaning cute.If like me you can't draw a thing but still love to try, then this book is for you.

Each Kawaii Doodle can be completed very simply, following the step by step pictures with

guidance notes in plain English. The addition of the face transforms the doodle into an adorable

character. In a nutshell, these doodles are very addictive and will have both children and adults

drawing like a pro. Loved it.Many thanks to Netgalley who provided me with this ARC. I chose to



read it and give a voluntary and unbiased review.

If Kawaii translates to ÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚ËœcutenessÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢ then I guess this book is oozing

Kawaii.This book takes simple objects and shows you how you can turn them into cute little doodle

characters.After a quick introduction the book is divided into five different

categoriesÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚Â¦..Adorable Food and DrinksLovable NatureCheerful Doodle

MonstersEveryday Cuteand Charming Holiday Decorations.Within each of these sections we are

presented with a selection of cute characters; each with step by step directions on how to create

them for ourselves, and further useful tips on how we can make them our own with cute additions to

the basic character idea.The book provides plenty of inspiration to then go on to create your own

doodle characters.Aimed at the beginner, this book would be ideal for those starting out with Kawaii

doodling or those nervous of their doodling/artistic capabilities. Or to be honest those like myself just

looking for a stress free doodle release.I have previously purchased several doodling books and I

have a wide selection of adult colouring books and I can see this book fitting in well with those.Most

of the doodles within the book are coloured with a couple of pastel shades; in keeping with the

general cutesy theme, but the colourist in me can see much scope in creating little characters which

I can then let my coloured pencils loose on.I think the book would make a great gift; particularly for

those who like cutesy things.

If you are art challenged like me (I'm seriously so rubbish at drawing!) but love kawaii doodles this

book is amazing!Zainaib Khan breaks the doodles down into simple steps, each one a simple shape

or a curved line to begin and by adding to it bit by bit, you've all of a sudden doodled a thing! And

not only doodled a thing but a thing that looks like the thing it's to meant to be!There's lots of other

things to draw but with no instructions, however because you get the basics, they are easy to copy

and I'm already thinking of how I can make everyday objects into kawaii doodles.

Kawaii Doodle Class is a fun book that provides hours of fun for those who like to Doodle. The book

is divided into categories like Food, Holidays, Monsters and more. Every item can be drawn by

following a simple tutorial and there's room for free-drawing as well. At the end of the book there are

a couple of cute coloring pages. All in all, a nice book if you want to learn how to doodle Kawaii

style.
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